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Vintage Publishing, United Kingdom, 2001. Paperback. Book
Condition: New. 198 x 129 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book. When Maria turns twenty, she falls in love. She is in the
wrong town, and he is the wrong sort of man. Going through
his things, she finds a photo of herself when she was twelve
years old. She has the same smile, but she is wearing the
wrong clothes: she is the same, only different. Anne Enright s
astonishing novel moves between Dublin, New York and
London, following the lives of the real Maria and the girl in the
picture. Stepping through the mirror to tell the story of the two
women, both haunted by their missing selves, WHAT ARE YOU
LIKE? Is an exquisitely written disquisition on families and
identity. It is a modern story, full of genetic jokes, of splitting
and dislocation, and it is one of the oldest stories there is: a
novel about twins. Threading together the lives of two young
women, it confirms Anne Enright as not only the most original
Irish writer of her generation, but also as one of the finest,
funniest, and most affecting.
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Extensive guide! Its such a excellent read. This can be for anyone who statte that there was not a worth looking at. I
am just effortlessly will get a satisfaction of looking at a written publication.
-- Melvin Hetting er-- Melvin Hetting er

This book will not be e ortless to start on reading through but very exciting to learn. It is amongst the most
remarkable book i have got go through. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Dr . Ea ston Collier  DV M-- Dr . Ea ston Collier  DV M
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